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Wireless earphones TWS with AIROHA chip Foneng BL105 (white)

AIROHA Foneng BL105 (white) TWS wireless headphones with AIROHA chip.
Looking for the perfect headphones for yourself? The Foneng BL105 will work perfectly not only for listening to music, but also for making
calls. They will delight you with excellent sound and a constant and stable Bluetooth 5.2 connection. With Foneng nothing will limit you
anymore! 
 
Stunning sound quality
Foneng BL105, despite their small  size, will  delight you with their excellent sound. They stand out with stunning high-definition stereo
sound. This makes it possible for you to lose yourself in your favorite songs no matter where you are.
 
Comfort of use
The BL105 headphones were created with comfort in mind, so they are equipped with a large rechargeable battery that allows them to
last up to 4.5 hours. In addition, these headphones will detect your ear. What does this mean? Music will play while you have them on,
but when you take them out of your ears, playback will automatically stop. What's more, a pop-up function is also at your disposal.
 
Wireless connection
You no longer have to worry about interference or music interruptions. Foneng headphones use Bluetooth 5.2 technology, which ensures
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a  constant  and  stable  connection.  What's  more,  you  can  also  talk  through  them  without  any  problem,  as  they  are  equipped  with  a
microphone. 
 
	Producer 
	Foneng
	Model
	BL105
	Bluetooth version 
	5.2
	Charging time 
	2 hours 
	Music listening time 
	4.5 hours
	Color 
	White

Preço:

Antes: € 16.4943

Agora: € 16.49

Jogos, Headphones
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